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There are two ways of looking at DJ Koze Presents Pampa Vol. 1: as a
reflection of its creator’s tastes or as a showcase for dance tracks by the
disparate producers, both well-known and obscure, on Koze’s label.

As the former, it doesn’t tell us anything we didn’t already know. Koze is a
fierce and loving anti-purist, rejecting the cold, clean aesthetics often
associated with minimal techno for a warm, inviting psychedelia. The
music he likes, showcased here and on last year’s spectacular DJ-Kicks,
follows suit. He digs indie rock, instrumental hip hop, the trippier corners
of house music; in other words, anything a little woozy, a little goofy, but
still with a beat anyone can get down to.

As the latter, Pampa leaves a lot to be desired. There are 19 tracks on the
compilation, stretched over two hours, and only a handful of keepers. Many of these tracks are by-the-numbers,
gimmick-driven minimal house. Many, like Stimming’s “No. 17” or Jackmate and Nik Reiff’s “Pacemaker” (which
employs one of the great disco time-wasters, the syncopated conga breakdown), are just boring. And then there are
oddities like Michel Cleis’s “Un Prince,” which feels like the breakdown of an Arcade Fire song looped for five
minutes, or the hilariously bad German rap on Funkstörung and Senstional’s “I Does It” (“I does it/ How I do/ I do
how I does”).

Furthermore, a lot of the tracks here feel like throwaways. Post-dubstep pioneers Mount Kimbie can certainly do
much better than the uninspired GarageBand doodle “Bells_5,” which appears about halfway through. A disarming
number of them change direction midway through for no reason, including Nasrawi’s “Bump With You,” which starts
out as a promising bit of side-chain funk before a sample of a little girl talking about dancing interrupts the flow –
after which the song comes back as something unrecognizable. Ditto “Everything” from Die Vogel, which seems to
pursue a Panda Bear choral-indie avenue before turning into something resembling brostep.

Maybe there’s some merit to putting tracks like these on label compilations; with so many disparate artists,
consistency is largely moot for a project like this. But if you’re looking for great individual jams, there aren’t many
here, and most are concentrated towards the beginning and end of this behemoth. The first three tracks are
promising. Matthew Herbert remixes Lianne La Havas’s “Lost & Found” with playful Latin flair. Koze stretches out
Roman Flugel’s ambient doodle “9 Years” (which appears unadulterated at the end of the compilation) into a ten-
minute epic, wisely saving the prettiest parts of Flugel’s piece for the end. And Pampa fixture Ada chops up a vocal
sample as deftly as Koze ever did on the irresistibly poppy “You and Me.”

The last five tracks are all winners too. Isolée’s “I Like It Here Can I Stay” is minimal techno done right, its bassline
pogoing in unison with a flashy synth lead. “Come We Go,” a collaboration between Koze and Jamie xx, is sensual
and spontaneous, the opposite of the immaculately tailored tracks on the latter’s In Colour. Gold Panda cooks up
“Black Voices,” which could easily rub elbows with the tracks on this year’s stellar Good Luck And Do Your Best .
And the original “9 Years” is a treat, though it might feel slight after the Koze remix.

Then there’s Acid Pauli’s “Nana,” the best thing here by a mile. At nine minutes, it’s the compilation’s second longest
track behind the “9 Years” remix and certainly the one that covers the most ground. It’s got the dramatic chord
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changes and crescendos of an anthem but the easy pace of a hippie festival jam. Pauli (a.k.a. the Notwist’s Martin
Gretschmann) keeps rolling out surprises throughout – swelling chords, a choral vocal sample, a well-timed
breakdown. Every minute of it is entertaining. One wishes the same could be said of its parent compilation.
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